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Several key components must be in place to accomplish HA for the DynaTrace server
As we take a deeper look into the possible solutions for HA, we should consider the following
setup.

Setup
I used two (2) Linux servers with Dynatrace 6.1 installed on each server.
Each Dynatrace server was started and an active license applied to each server. Since the license is
tied to the machine/host, I needed one for each Dynatrace server setup.
A shared mount was created using SAN storage, this will allows us to share the data between the
two servers. I used the mount point /data/dynatrace but this can really be anything
as long as it is shared between the two servers.
I also used a single postgrSQL database. We will discuss DB considerations as we delve into the
solution more.
This configuration will use a hot (active) and cold (passive) server, which would be the most
applicable setup.

You would also want to use a VIP (virtual IP) or DNS entry that would allow you to divert the
incoming traffic from the Active server to the Passive failover server.
As you can see with this setup, I have two DynaTrace servers pointing to the same data for the
sessions and the Performance Warehouse.
After I have the servers initially configured, the Passive failover server will be stopped. You can not
have two dynaTrace servers running at the same time, connected to the same data resources.
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If the Server fails due to a hardware or software failure, the Collectors buffer data for a period of
time,
ranging from 30 seconds to a couple of minutes depending on load and Collector heap
configuration.
As a result, no PurePaths or measurements are lost if the Server is started again within this
period.

Scenario
Thus, I can start my Passive failover server, have my VIP or DNS redirect the traffic from the
collectors and be up and running in just a few minutes.

In this scenario, we are also assuming the Active (hot) server has experienced a catastrophic failure
or crash and is not recoverable.
As you can see, with this setup, I can easily switch to the passive server. Also, If I can accomplish
the switch over within an acceptable time frame, then the chance of data loss will be significantly
reduced.

Performance Warehouse
When looking at the database setup for the Performance Warehouse, there are several options
which come to mind. Most Enterprise databases support HA, Oracle for example
will have several acceptable solutions. Take a look at this page for more details on Oracle HA,
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28281/architectures.htm#g1012375
SQLServer will also provide HA capabilities, https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190202.
aspx
PostGreSQL, http://www.postgresql.org/docs/8.3/static/high-availability.html
Thus, I can look at database strategies that will allow for HA, load balancing or replication of the
data.
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Scripts
While doing the testing of this setup, I also developed bash scripts that would assist with placing
the needed files on the shared mount point (SAN/NAS). The scripts will also create symlinks for all
the files and folders needed on both the Active and Passive server. With the symlinks created for
specific files such as profiles, I will now be able to make changes and have all the changes reflected
in the Passive server once I start it up.
Download and open the zip file to see the scripts written in bash. There is a script for the Active
server and one for the Passive server. It will move the files to the SAN/NAS and create the symlinks
needed.
dynaTraceHA.zip
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Please direct questions about your Dynatrace product or comments on this document to:
Dynatrace Customer Support
https://community.dynatrace.com/community/display/SUPPORT
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Dynatrace is the innovator behind the new generation of Application Performance
Management. Our passion: helping customers, large and small, see their applications and
digital channels through the lens of end users. Over 5,700 organizations use these insights to
master complexity, gain operational agility, and grow revenue by delivering amazing user
experiences.
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